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Abstract

One aspect of the development of Web-enabled systems that has received increasing attention is information modeling, particularly with respect to aspects such as navigation and content models. These models have however typically focused on modeling at a relatively low-level and have failed to address higher-level aspects, such as architectural and business process modeling. We have proposed WebML+, a set of formal extensions to an existing modeling language (WebML), which is able to form a bridge between higher level business models and lower level detailed designs. In this paper we provide guidelines for supporting the derivation of a WebML+ model from/to these different models, thereby providing a concrete link between them. We illustrate these guidelines with a detailed example.

1 Introduction

In the span of a decade, the Web has transformed entire industries and entered the mass culture. It has created new expectations on ease of access, freshness, and relevance of information accessed via the Internet from commercial, government, and academic Web systems. Web-enabled systems are becoming increasingly crucial to almost all sectors in society [18]. This has been accompanied by a rapid increase in the complexity of these Web systems.

Various approaches have been developed for representing this complexity. At lower levels there are detailed design models that cover both functional and informational aspects. However these approaches still have various limitations. For instance, all current approaches lack the ability to model Web systems at higher levels of abstraction and to link effectively with business models and processes. Work on information architectures [16] address these issue to a limited extent, though the notations used are rarely consistent with those used for lower level information modeling, and as a result these are rarely integrated effectively. Similarly, whilst information architectures often support understanding user interactions and engagement with a site [11] and the way in which this influences the information organisation, the nature of the information exchange and the internal inter-relationships between these information domains is often overlooked. Nor do these models usually provide an effective consideration of the information environment in which the system exists.

We have proposed extensions to an existing modeling language (WebML) that address these limitations. The details of this modeling language, referred to as WebML+, are provided elsewhere [19]. A key point of these extensions is that the WebML+ approach is built around the notion of information flows at the level of connecting business processes. This enables the models to form a link between higher level business models and lower level design models – a characteristic that is crucial in Web-development, where the systems under development often lead to fundamental changes in business processes and models. This implies the ability to support the derivation of other level models from/to the WebML+ model. In this paper we focus on the presentation of WebML+ concepts in linking higher level business models to lower level detailed designs. In Section 2 we consider related work. Section 3 provides a brief overview of the concepts of WebML+ through an illustrative example. Section 4 introduces the ability of WebML+ in linking business models to detailed designs, and then illustrates some examples of the derivations of models. Finally in section 5 we discuss the implications of this research and present some ideas for further work.

2 Background

As discussed above, over the last decade we have seen the rapid emergence of systems that utilise web technologies to support the integration of complex functionality with rich information handling. This emergence has been accom-
Figure 1. Typical levels in modelling of web systems

Figure 2. Typical Business Model represented using $e^3$-value

panied by the development of modelling languages capable of capturing some – though not all – of the aspects of these systems. To model these systems there are a number of elements that we would like to represent.

Figure 1 illustrates several different levels of modelling that might occur in representing the design of web-enabled systems. At the top level we have models of the actual business that is utilising these systems. These models typically represent the value exchanges between the organisation and other entities that enable the organisation to achieve its business goals. Whilst modelling notations at this level are quite diverse and often ad hoc (or at least relatively informal – for example it is common to simply use natural language or simple flow-charting) some more formal approaches do exist. A typical example is the $e^3$-value business modelling notation [9, 10]. This model focuses on the core concept of value, and expresses how value is created, interpreted and exchanged within a multi-party stakeholder network. Figure 2 provides an example $e^3$-value business model for a TransAir organisation (described in Section 3). This figure captures the key value exchanges that occur between TransAir and its stakeholders.

Conversely, at the lowest level of Figure 1 we have models of the system design. Functional design models are relatively well-established both within the software literature and within current commercial practice. The dominant model within conventional software development is (arguably) now UML [3, 15]. This can be used to model both detailed design and higher-level designs through a complex suite of diagrams that are all treated as views onto a consistent underlying model. The relationships to business models are however not particular clear [6].

In terms of modelling the information design, the situation is somewhat less mature. Typically we wish to model not only the information itself, but also the relationship between the underlying content and the user-perceived views of that content, the interactions with those views (such as navigational aspects), and the ways in which the information is represented and presented to the users. This modelling tends to be much more complex than traditional "data modelling" (which used approaches such as entity-relationship and data flow modelling). Whilst existing modelling languages (such as UML) can be used to represent the functional aspects, they are not as effective at representing these informational aspects. Although some attempts have been made to adapt UML to support information models (e.g. one interesting work is WAE by Conallen [5]), these are still relatively simplistic and suffer from a notational confusion. For example, modelling constructs normally associated with functional elements are used to represent information aspects, or modelling constructs (such as stereotypes in UML) are used incorrectly or inconsistently and some attempts (such as WAE) tend to focus only on modelling lower level constructs.

A number of modelling approaches that are specific to
information design have appeared over the last decade. The earliest of these emerged out of the hypertext community, and include approaches such as RMM [13], OOHDM [17] and others [7, 14]. More recently a number of approaches have been developed that utilise and adapt software modelling approaches, and in particular UML [1, 2, 5, 12]. Of particular interest in this paper, as an exemplar of these modelling approaches, is WebML [4]. WebML incorporates both an XML-based formal description of a model as well as a graphical notation. Whilst the authors of WebML (and many other of the current approaches) claim to address the full development spectrum – including higher-level descriptions of the informational elements of websites, we contend that their focus is primarily on lower level information modelling. These models typically incorporate modelling of the underlying data (in WebML this is referred to as the structural model), the way in which this data is composed into pages (in WebML, the compositional model) and the topology of the page inter-relationships (in WebML, the navigational model). On top of these can be layered presentational and adaptation models.

Approaches such as WebML are effective at modelling lower level constructs, but they do not adequately address higher level architectural issues. Nor do they provide a clear linkage with business process modelling. To elaborate, whilst there has been considerable recent attention on the area of information architectures the notations and models used to represent these information architectures are rarely consistent with those used for lower level information modelling, and as a result these are rarely integrated effectively (for more information, see [16] or http://argus-acia.com/ia_guide/index.html).

Similarly, whilst information architectures often address the development of an understanding of user interactions and engagement with a site [11] and the way in which this influences the information organisation, this is often only modelled at the level of information needs and usage scenarios – adopting modelling techniques such as use cases [8]. The nature of the information exchange and the internal inter-relationships between these information domains is often overlooked or not modelled explicitly. Nor do the low-level information models and the information architectures usually provide an effective consideration of the information environment in which the system exists.

So this raises the question of what information we really should be modelling? We believe that in the same way that functional elements of business processes can be captured in sequence diagrams or workflows, the informational elements can be captured in information flows. These flows should represent the information exchanges that occur within and between the system, the organisation and users, and the relationships between these information "units". This is analogous to the data flow modelling in conventional structured software design except that we are interested in information rather than data – and hence the context used to understand the information is important.

Whilst WebML can provide a good foundation for this modelling, it needs to be extended to capture and represent these higher-level constructs. This includes the external information context and domain, the source and sinks of the information being designed, and the way in which users interact with this information. In this paper we look at how the extensions to WebML+ that we have proposed provide a bridge between the higher level models (business models) and lower level models (detailed design models).

3 WebML+

WebML+ enables developers to express the core features of a system at a higher level of abstraction (when compared to normal Web design notations) without committing to detailed architectural designs. It can be considered as an extension to WebML. The purpose of WebML+ modeling is to define both the internal and the external information flows within an organisation at the business process level. As with WebML, we have defined both a graphical notation and an XML-based formal notation for representing WebML+ models (though we do not show the formal XML DTD here – this is described in [19]). The graphical notation is designed to allow it to be effectively communicated to non-technical members of development teams.

Figure 3 shows an example of a WebML+ model for a hypothetical example: TransAir is a fully-fledged airline which takes an innovative look at lowering airfares. The strategy adopted by TransAir is to lower operating costs (such as ticket processing and maintenance of physical office spaces) by running their business activity through an online Web system. The TransAir system allows customers to purchase tickets and enquire for flight and booking information through a Web interface. In this example we have 4 participants: the TransAir organisation itself as an internal actor, and three external actors, users, air traffic control organisation, and hire hotel/car companies. In brief, Internal actors such as TransAir provide information directly to the system – in this case flight formation, price information, a set of user policies, a set of frequent flyer policies and company information. The actor TransAir also has financial information exchanges between its organisation and external actors (e.g. invoice and receipt information). With the external actors, the air traffic control organisation provides flight status (e.g. flight arrival times) to the system and exchange financial information with TransAir. Hire Hotel/car companies provide advertisements about their services to TransAir to be included in information provided to users. Users provide queries for information, payment information as well as user information.
(such as personal information) to the system while they receive user information and profiles, quotation, booking status and flight status from the system.

So, let us consider what is represented in the model. The organisation boundary (shown as a dashed geometrical polygon) encloses a set of information units. These units represent coherent and cohesive domains of information that are managed or utilised by the organisation. All information within a single unit shares a common context and a common derivation (this is explained shortly). They do not map directly to pages or sets of pages — a single web page may contain partial information from multiple units. Similarly, an information unit may be distributed over multiple pages. Different types of information units are represented graphically using different types of icons.

Some information units are provided directly by actors. For example flight status is provided by Air Traffic Controllers, and frequent flyer policies are provided by TransAir. However, many information units are derived from other units rather than being provided explicitly. These derivations (shown as triangles with incoming and outgoing arrows) capture the inter-relationships between the information units. For example, QuotationInfo is derived from the flight information database, the price database, user policies, user profile information and query information provided by the user.

Furthermore, the system boundary (shown as a dotted geometrical polygon) encloses only the set of information units that are utilised and/or managed by the system under consideration. (i.e. The elements enclosed by the system boundary are a subset of the elements enclosed by the organisation boundary. The organisation boundary captures the interface between the organisation and external stakeholders (i.e. it is crucial in supporting the business modelling). Conversely, the system boundary captures those elements of the organisation that can be managed by the system (i.e. it is crucial in supporting the detailed system design).

4 Linking business models to WebML+

A major aspect of WebML+ is the ability to define the information flows within an organisation, system and its context (and hence appropriate elements of the information architecture). Further, this model also is able to form a bridge between the business modelling and the lower level information modelling. This implies the ability to support the derivation of a suitable WebML+ model from/to the business model, and an appropriate WebML detailed design model from/to the WebML+ model. As discussed above, modelling notations at the business model level are quite diverse and often ad hoc, with a typical example being $e^v$ value. Whilst an $e^v$-value model focuses on the exchange of value, the WebML+ approach is constructed around the concept of information flows. This means that information exchanges in WebML+ can be related to value exchanges in $e^v$-value, resulting in an improved linkage between business models and WebML+. Using the following sequence of steps we can convert the business model shown in Figure 2 into a WebML+ model that captures architectural-level information flows (shown in Figure 3).

1. **Identify actors**: Add an organisation boundary to the new WebML+ model (shown as a dashed line in Figure 3), then consider each actor and each market segment in the $e^v$-value business model. If the actor represents either the organisation itself or an entity inside the organisation, then create a corresponding actor in the WebML+ model inside the organisation boundary. If the actor is external to the organisation, then add a corresponding actor to the WebML+ model outside the boundary. For example, the actor TransAir in Figure 2 results in the actor TransAir in Figure 3.

2. **Identify initial information units**: Consider each value exchange in the $e^v$-value business model that includes at least one participating actor that is part of the organisation. For each of these value exchanges, identify the exchange of information that must occur to support the value exchange, and then create corresponding information unit(s) in the WebML+ model. If this information is exchanged with an external actor then place the information unit on the organisation boundary, otherwise place it inside the boundary. For example, consider the way the payment from the external companies to TransAir has been used to derive a receipt information unit. Conversely, the Advertisement exposure (which is the value gained by the external company) does not result in any information transfer.

3. **Identify external information flows**: For each information unit on the organisation boundary add an information flow (either incoming or outgoing) to the relevant external actor that supplies or uses that information.

4. **Identify initial internal information flows**: For internal information units and outgoing information units on the organisation boundary consider whether the information can be supplied directly by an internal actor. If so, then add an information flow from the actor to the information unit. For internal information units and incoming information units on the organisation boundary consider whether the information can be utilised directly by an internal actor. If so, then add an information flow from the information unit to the actor.

5. **Identify information unit types**: Consider each information unit in the model. If it is supplied directly from
an actor then define the unit as supplied, otherwise define it as derived. Consider the permanence of the information and identify the information unit as either transient or persistent.

6. Define information unit derivations: For each derived information unit in the model, add an information derivation with relevant information flows showing the source of the derivation. Where necessary add additional intermediate internal information units to support the derivation process. [Note: In some respects this is the most complex step, since it involves the internal design of the information flows within the organisation — and most of this will not be directly derivable from the higher level business model].

7. Refine temporal sequencing: Check each derivation process. Where an information unit is being derived from a transient information source then determine whether an intermediate persistent information unit is required. For example, in Figure 3 the DisplayedFlightStatus information unit is, in part, derived from the supplied Advertisements. The DisplayedFlightStatus information however will typically be provided at a different time to the provision of the Advertisement (which is transient), and so we have had to add an internal AdvertisementDB information unit to provide persistence of the Advertisements.

8. Identify System boundary: Consider the WebML+ model and identify those information units and derivations that will be managed by the system (as distinct from being managed by other mechanisms within the organisation such as other systems or by manual handling). Add a system boundary to the WebML+ model that encompasses the relevant units and derivations.

9. Review the model and refine. Conversely, business models (using e-models) can be derived from WebML+ models. More usefully, it is possible to modify business models to reflect changes that are mode architectural level system models. The following process can be adopted to generate or modify an e-business model from a WebML+ model.

1. Identify actors: Consider each actor in the WebML+ model. For each external actor, add an equivalent actor to the e-model. Add a single actor to the e-model to represent the composite of all internal actors.

2. Identify value exchanges: Consider each information unit on the organisation boundary in the WebML+ model. In each case, identify the value exchange that is supported (and/or modified) by that information unit and add or modify the appropriate value exchange to the e-value model. Note that the direction of the value exchange may not be the same as the direction of information flow.

3. Define value ports and value interfaces: For each value exchange that is defined in step 2, define an appropriate value port and interface.

4. Review the model and refine.

As an example, consider the situation where we modify the information derivations (shown in Figure 3) so that the DisplayedFlightStatus was no longer derived from the Advertisements (i.e. this information did not contain advertisements) but instead the QuotationInfo derivation included Advertisements. We can readily identify the value exchanges that will be affected in the e-value model. In effect, the Interest/Attention value exchange will be diminished (and in particular, will not provide the type of attention that will be useful to Advertisers, thereby affecting the AdvertisementExposure value exchange, and ultimately the payment than can be sought from Advertisers.

5 Linking WebML+ and WebML

We can also define the link between the WebML+ and WebML models. In WebML the structural schema defines the data domain for the application. The hypertext site view model contains two elements: the composition and navigation models. Together these define the abstract information interface. The following process can be adopted to generate a WebML structural schema from a WebML+ model.

1. Identify initial entities: For each persistent information unit (both supplied and derived) define an entity in the WebML structural schema. [rationale: the persistent information units represent domains of information that are likely to translate into content that underpins the Web system.]

2. Identify additional entities from derivations: For each derivation unit in the WebML+ model, identify all persistent information units that act as sources of information for the derivation and create a relationship between the WebML entities associated with these units. For example, the CreateQuotationInfo derivation in Figure 3 implies the need for a relationship between the Userlnfo and profile-Database, the UserPolicy, the PriceDatabase and the FlightDatabase information units. [rationale: for an information unit C to be derived from units A and B, there must be a relationship between A and B (or between these and a third entity)].
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Figure 3. Typical Web System represented using WebML+
3. Where a relationship from step 2 has more than two participating entities introduce an intermediary entity and replace the original relationship with a sequence of binary relationships between the intermediary entity and each of the original entities. [rationale: WebML only supports binary relationships].

4. Review the model and refine.

An illustration of the outcome of applying this process to the WebML+ model shown in Figure 3 is given in Figure 4. The process then continues into the definition of the WebML site view. The information units that exist on the system boundary provide a basis for identifying the information with which the external actors interact - and hence the web pages which users are likely to see and navigate between. The following process can be adopted to generate a site view.

1. Identify areas: For each information unit in the WebML+ model which has an outgoing information flow directly to an external actor (i.e. it appears as an outgoing information unit that is located on the system boundary) define an area in the WebML site view. For example, the DisplayedFlightStatus info unit in Figure 3 results in the FlightStatus page in Figure 5. (Note: the page in the WebML site view is defined later). [rationale: the outgoing information unit that is located on the boundary represent domains of information that are available to users.]

2. Define units representing information in areas: Consider each area that is defined in step 1, and then define a data or multi data unit in the WebML site view representing the information unit in the WebML+ model. For example, the CompanyInfo information unit in Figure 1 results in the CompanyInfo data unit in Figure 5. In addition, if the information unit that is regarded in step 1 is a derived information unit, then propose a data or multi data unit in the WebML site view representing a relevant source of information for the derivation in the WebML+ model. (Note: this is optional and might not be suitable for some situations). For example, the FlightStatus area in Figure 5 contains the Query data unit which is resulted from the Query information unit in Figure 3. [rationale: the supplied information units represent domains of information that are provide directly from information supplier to information requester without derivation/integration process. The derived information units are generated from derivation process from other information units].

3. Refine the WebML model following the WebML design concept (see [4] for more information on design concept).

As described above we can reverse the e3-value to WebML+ process to create a series of steps for identifying the impact on the business model of changes to the architecture. In a similar way we can also create a series of steps that identify changes to the WebML+ architectural model that arise from changes in the WebML detailed design (though space limitations preclude us from including the detailed steps). The key issue that arises in this process.
is that WebML models do not explicitly specify actors (or the interactions with these actors), and so either identifying actors, or the interaction with them, in the WebML+ model can still be problematic and would typically require care.

6 Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we have demonstrated how WebML+ (a high-level specification language for defining Web system information flows) can be used to form a bridge between business modelling (represented using the e3-value business modelling notation) and low-level information modelling (represented using the WebML notation). We argue that WebML+ provides a clearer connection between the different modelling levels and will subsequently lead to an improvement in Web system development, particularly in terms of the creation of detailed system designs that more accurately reflect business needs. We also believe that this will assist developers and clients in understanding the impact on business processes and models of changes in system designs. In this work, we have also proposed guidelines to support the derivation of a suitable WebML model from/to the WebML+ model and the mapping the e3-value business model from/to the WebML+ model.

Ongoing work is focusing on refining the model (including understanding different types of information provision and derivation) and improving the relationships with the business models, business processes and detailed design. We have also undertaken experiments of the model aimed at evaluating the extent to which it assists developers in understanding the impacts on business models and processes of changes that are made to the underlying designs. We expect that the use of WebML+ will facilitate more rapid and more complete modifications as compared to the use of no modeling notation and the use of existing Web Modeling notations. The outcomes of this evaluation will be reported elsewhere.
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